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TACTICS YOU CAN LEARN OVER LUNCH 
Welcome to 30-Minute Marketer – a resource from MarketingSherpa  
featuring bite-sized tips for busy marketers.  

In this report, we focus on landing page optimization (LPO) tactics 
that can lead to improved conversion rates.  

We can't emphasize just how big of a difference optimization can 
make in the results you see from your landing page. Boris Grinkot, 
Associate Director of Product Development, MarketingSherpa, says 
double or triple digit conversion improvements aren't uncommon 
if LPO is used effectively.  

By using LPO strategies, you are tailoring your page's content, 
messaging and mood, with your specific visitors in mind. By 
studying your analytics and conducting careful testing, you can customize a page for the best possible 
results, both in conversion rates and other important metrics.  

In this report, we'll show you:  

• How (and why) to create an optimization plan 
• Why too much text is the “kiss of death” for LPO 
• How to determine which testing tool is right for you 
• The importance of not trying to go overboard with changes 

We know you're in a hurry, so we won't make you wait any longer. Enjoy these tips about email 
segmentation!  

Enjoy! 

Bobbi Dempsey 
Editor, 30-Minute Marketer 

 
 

About 30-Minute Marketer 

MarketingSherpa’s30-Minute Marketer is designed with you in mind. We know you've got a lotto do and 
not a lot of time in which to do it. You need quick, simple tips that you can put into action right away.  

For each30-Minute Marketer, we scour the vast MECLABS library of marketing research, from 
MarketingSherpa case studies and benchmark reports, to MarketingExperiments optimization tests, and 
edit all of the research down into an actionable piece for helping you improve your marketing performance 
right now…or, at least, by the time you’re done with lunch.  

 

 

 

 

What is LPO? 

"Landing page optimization is  
Web design with an agenda." 

 
–Boris Grinkot, Associate Director 

of Product Development, 
MarketingSherpa 

 

mailto:service@sherpastore.com
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Landing page optimization is a relatively new strategy for most marketers, but it is quickly becoming an 
important part of the standard marketing campaign. Simply put, landing page optimization is the practice of 
determining what your website visitors want, and then giving it to them by customizing your site with those 
preferences and motivations in mind. 

As seen in the 2011 Landing Page Optimization Benchmark Report: of surveyed marketers that did not 
perform LPO in 2010, two-thirds responded that they plan to implement some form of LPO project in 2011. 

Doing this successfully can lead to increased conversion rates—which, in turn, will lead to positive changes 
in other metrics, such as lead generation and ROI.  

 
TACTIC #1: DEVELOP AN OPTIMIZATION PLAN 

Making progress in LPO can often seem like an uphill battle. You may first need to try and convince team 
members why it's important. In order to maximize your available resources—and get buy-in from your CMO 
and the rest of your team—you need a plan.  
 
In the MarketingExperiments Web clinic, "Optimization Researched: Latest findings about effective LPO 
operational practices based on data from 2,673 marketers," Boris Grinkot, Associate Director of Product 
Development, MarketingSherpa, explains a three-step plan to help you establish an LPO strategy. 

 

 

Step 1: Explicitly determine the objective 

You start with business objectives (basically, the items from your business plan). From there, understand 
how your business objectives map to your website objectives; in other words, determine what things need 
to happen. For an e-commerce site, a primary objective is to get people to buy products or services. Next, 
determine your visitors' target actions, such as where you want them to click. 

Step 2: Understand visitor preferences and motivations  

This can be challenging. You need to figure out how to set off the right psychological triggers. To do this, 
you must communicate your offer or information in a way that matches visitors' preferences and 
motivations. By studying your Web analytics, you can see which page(s) and path(s) contribute to 
conversion, and which can give you insight into visitors' preferences. On the other side of the coin, you can 
also see where people drop off, which provides ideas as to where changes need to be made. Ideally, you 
can also drill down deeper and identify significant visitor segments.  

mailto:service@sherpastore.com
http://www.sherpastore.com/LandingPageOptimizationBMR.html
http://www.marketingexperiments.com/website-optimization-transcripts/2011-05-25.pdf
http://www.marketingexperiments.com/website-optimization-transcripts/2011-05-25.pdf
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Step 3: Create relevant, value-driven experiences  

Use the data you gathered and analyzed to tailor your landing page to the preferences of your target group.  
You also want to create dedicated landing pages with segment-specific messaging.   
 
Related Resources 
 
Optimization 201: Fix the broken leg before you fix the broken toe 
Online Testing: 6 business lessons I’ve adapted to website optimization 
Online Testing Online Certification Course Level 1 
 

TACTIC #2: DECIDE ON YOUR PRIMARY OBJECTIVE  
 
You need to identity your objective in order to figure out how best to optimize your landing page to serve 
that objective. The problem: research conducted for the 2011 MarketingSherpa Landing Page Optimization 
Benchmark Report showed that 43% of marketers have two or more website objectives (9%had four or 
more objectives). This can cause confusion when it comes to trying to optimize your page, so you need to 
identify which objective is your top priority, and then design your LPO strategy with that objective in mind.   
 
In Marketing Research Chart: Top website objectives to determine optimization priorities and practices, we 
identify some specific objectives most commonly cited by marketers regarding their website. The chart 
below illustrates some of these objectives.  

 
 

Related Resources 
 
The Best Conversion Rate optimizers do NOT make changes to webpages… 
The Web as a Living Laboratory 
Testing and Optimization: How to get that “ultimate lift” 

mailto:service@sherpastore.com
http://www.marketingexperiments.com/blog/research-topics/landing-page-optimization-research-topics/optimization-broken-leg-fix.html
http://www.marketingexperiments.com/blog/analytics-testing/6-business-lessons-optimization.html
https://meclabs.com/education/online-learning/online-testing
http://www.sherpastore.com/LandingPageOptimizationBMR.html
http://www.sherpastore.com/LandingPageOptimizationBMR.html
http://www.marketingsherpa.com/article.php?ident=31919
http://www.marketingexperiments.com/blog/analytics-testing/the-best-conversion-rate-optimizers.html
http://images.meclabs.com/MECLABS.com/Research/Web-as-a-Living-Laboratory.pdf
http://www.marketingexperiments.com/blog/analytics-testing/get-that-ultimate-lift.html
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TACTIC #3: START WITH “LOW-HANGING FRUIT” 

If you need to convince skeptics on your team that LPO is worthwhile, you'll want to start with easy tactics 
that you can implement right away. In the MarketingSherpa article, "Master the Art of Multivariate Testing: 
7 Lessons from Avis Budget Group," John Peebles, VP of online marketing, Avis Budget Group, says it was 
important that he show quick results when his team first switched to a new testing system for their 
website. To that end, he concentrated on changes where the impact would be easy to measure.  
 
For example, he started with the homepage. This is typically the most-visited page, and the high traffic 
makes big wins possible, even from small changes.  
 
“Within our first few months, we had tested about 20,000 versions of the homepage,“ Peebles says. In this 
case, each improvement typically lifted performance by tenths of a percent. But those incremental gains 
quickly added up to more than $9 million in revenue. 
 
Peebles also tested the wording, presentation and other elements of online offers, in an effort to see how 
to increase the number of customers who added GPS navigation, without hurting reservation rates. The 
team tested four different creative versions and showed them to a limited number of customers. They lifted 
both the rate of GPS purchase (by 6-7%) and overall reservation rate (by about 1%) with two of them. They 
selected the page that generated the most revenue and added it to the site. 
 
Thanks in part to their strategic start with LPO, the vehicle rental company quadrupled its online revenue in 
the last five years. Online revenue now accounts for more than 20% of the company’s total revenue. 
 
 
TACTIC #4: FOCUS ON A FEW IMPORTANT ELEMENTS 

Your website has a wealth of different parts and features, each of which can be tweaked in countless ways. 
Trying to adjust and test all of them would be overwhelming. Instead, focus on a few major elements. This 
chart from the 2011 MarketingSherpa Landing Page Optimization Benchmark Report  identifies the 
elements marketers felt were most significant in achieving top objectives. You can see that it would be 
smart to focus on optimizing copy, image content and form layout.  

 

mailto:service@sherpastore.com
http://www.marketingsherpa.com/article.php?ident=31566
http://www.marketingsherpa.com/article.php?ident=31566
http://www.sherpastore.com/LandingPageOptimizationBMR.html
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Related Resources 
 
2015 Year in Testing: Lessons on value copy and friction 

3 A/B Testing Case Studies from Smart Brand-Side Marketers 

Page Templates Tested: How a few UX tweaks to 45 template pages generated a 52% increase in leads 

 

TACTIC #5: CONSIDER THE IMPORTANCE OF VALUE COMMUNICATION   

In the MarketingExperiments Web clinic, Optimizing Landing Pages: The four key tactics that drove a 189% 
lift, Dr. Flint McGlaughlin, Managing Director, MECLABS, stressed the importance of communicating value in 
practical ways to increase landing page conversion: 

1. Eliminate any unnecessary length or difficulty in the process. 
2. Answer two crucial questions within the first moments of any transition:  

a) Where am I? 
b) What can I do here? 

3. Identify and communicate the key factors that differentiate you from your competitors. 
4. Use specific, quantitative, and instantly credible language. 

Related Resources 
 
Value Proposition Development Online Certification Course Level 1 

The MarketingSherpa 30 Minute Marketer to Value Proposition 

Customer Value: The 4 essential levels of value propositions 

 

TACTIC #6: DECIDE WHAT YOU NEED TO OUTSOURCE 

It may be worthwhile (and more financially efficient) to outsource certain parts of your LPO process. Most 
likely, there are areas where your team lacks the skills and expertise for some important LPO tasks. As the 
following chart from the 2011 MarketingSherpa Landing Page Optimization Benchmark Report shows, there 
are several areas where a majority of marketers feel they are lacking in-house expertise.  

 

mailto:service@sherpastore.com
http://www.marketingexperiments.com/blog/analytics-testing/testing-value-copy-and-friction.html
http://www.marketingexperiments.com/blog/analytics-testing/3-ab-testing-case-studies-from-smart-brand-side-marketers.html
http://www.marketingexperiments.com/blog/analytics-testing/page-templates-tested-how-a-few-ux-tweaks-to-45-template-pages-generated-a-52-increase-in-leads.html
http://www.marketingexperiments.com/improving-website-conversion/optimizing-landing-pages.html
http://www.marketingexperiments.com/improving-website-conversion/optimizing-landing-pages.html
https://meclabs.com/education/online-learning/value-proposition-development
http://content.marketingsherpa.com/data/public/reports/30MM/30MM-23-Value-Proposition.pdf
http://www.marketingexperiments.com/blog/marketing-insights/levels-of-value-propositions.html
http://www.sherpastore.com/LandingPageOptimizationBMR.html
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TACTIC #7: TEST SAYING GOODBYE TO STOCK PHOTOS  

In the MarketingSherpa blog post, "Landing Page Optimization: Goodbye stock photos and Happy Man, 
hello social media," Daniel Burstein explains why you should test the use of actual photos of your customers 
or employees, rather than stock photos, because visitors find stock photos inauthentic. Stock photos don't 
create a connection, and there is always the chance that other sites—perhaps even your competitors—will 
be using the same image(s). Based on negative visitor feedback, the team at IBM ditched their "Happy Man" 
photo and replaced it with photos of company experts who could give the page a "human" face.  

 

TACTIC #8: DON'T GO OVERBOARD ON TEXT 

Visitors to your page should be able to easily find the message—and their attention should be drawn right 
to the offer or call-to-action. Too much text muddies the waters, and makes it tough for people to quickly 
find the message. 

In the MarketingExperiments blog post, "Landing Page Optimization: How an engaging headline and 
revamped layout led to a 26% conversion rate gain," Brad Bortone describes how a travel agency revamped 
their landing page to try and increase conversions. 

The firm's original page featured an abundance of text, and a design that made it difficult for visitors to 
figure out exactly where they should go. The agency ditched the text-heavy design and replaced it with a 
layout featuring large, vibrant images, and an interactive eye-catching widget. 

The new page created a sense of fun and adventure, which set the perfect mood to encourage potential 
travelers to want to learn more. The optimized page outperformed the original by 24% during the initial test 
period. 

mailto:service@sherpastore.com
http://sherpablog.marketingsherpa.com/website-and-landing-page-design/lpo-photo-social-media
http://sherpablog.marketingsherpa.com/website-and-landing-page-design/lpo-photo-social-media
http://www.marketingexperiments.com/blog/research-topics/site-design/page-redesign-conversion-rate.html
http://www.marketingexperiments.com/blog/research-topics/site-design/page-redesign-conversion-rate.html
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EXAMPLE: TEXT-HEAVY VERSION OF TRAVEL AGENT WEBSITE 
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EXAMPLE: REVAMPED TRAVEL AGENT WEBSITE 
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TACTIC #9: USE SEGMENTATION TO TARGET YOUR MESSAGE  

In the optimization plan outlined in Tactic #1, we discussed the importance of creating relevant messaging. 
By segmenting your target audience wisely, you can tailor your message to the particular groups.  

The following chart from the 2011 MarketingSherpa Landing Page Optimization Benchmark Report 
illustrates the most common segmentation tactics. As you can see, marketers ranked segmentation based 
on purchase history and other CRM data to be most effective. 

 

 

 

TACTIC #10: USE POOR TEST RESULTS AS A TOOL  

In the MarketingSherpa blog post, "Optimization Summit: Tests with poor results can improve your 
marketing," Adam T. Sutton shares an interesting aspect of a presentation by Dr. Flint McGlaughlin at 
MarketingSherpa Optimization Summit 2011. Surprisingly, Dr. McGlaughlin focused on examples of landing 
page tests that brought greater than 50% declines in response.  

In analyzing the page design, it became clear that visitors could not easily find the offer or information they 
needed. A redesigned version featured shorter copy and an easy-to-find offer. The result: conversion rates 
increased 78%.  

 

mailto:service@sherpastore.com
http://www.sherpastore.com/LandingPageOptimizationBMR.html
http://sherpablog.marketingsherpa.com/research-and-measurement/optimization-summit-poor-results-can-improve-marketing/
http://sherpablog.marketingsherpa.com/research-and-measurement/optimization-summit-poor-results-can-improve-marketing/
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TACTIC #11: USE THE RIGHT TESTING TOOLS  

A big part of optimization is testing, so your LPO strategy is only as good as the tools you use to test it. 
Fortunately, there are many great tools out there for you to use. The MarketingSherpa article, "Landing 
Page Optimization: 5 questions every marketer should ask before choosing a testing tool,” details five 
questions you should ask when considering which optimization tool is right for your team:  

1. Do I need a tool? This question really asks whether you have the time and resources to use the 
tool consistently on an ongoing basis. Otherwise, it's a waste of time and money.  

2. Do I need a paid tool? If your company is small, and is just getting started in LPO, there is no need 
to pay for a testing tool. There are free options available that will perform basic A/B split landing 
page tests. Once your company’s strategy grows, upgrade to a paid alternative.  

3. What separates the platform vendors? The first variable is price. But you should also investigate 
personalization options and content architecture.  

4. Is this vendor right for me? You should be able to take a “test drive” during a trial period.  
5. Why shouldn't I build a tool in-house? The experts we consulted said this would be far too 

complicated for most companies to attempt.  

 
TACTIC #12: LEARN AS MUCH ABOUT LPO AS YOU CAN 

For many marketers, LPO has only recently become an important element of their jobs. This means they 
often need to figure it out as they go along. If that's your situation, you should take advantage of any 
available resources for LPO information and training.  

As you can see from the 2011 Landing Page Optimization Benchmark Report chart below, there are a 
variety of training sources available, including free content (in the form of blogs and webinars) from LPO 
software vendors and agencies.  

 

mailto:service@sherpastore.com
http://www.marketingsherpa.com/article.php?ident=32025
http://www.marketingsherpa.com/article.php?ident=32025
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TACTIC #13: ANALYZE PATTERNS TO SPOT TECHNICAL GLITCHES  

You may not even need to attract new traffic, if you can find a better way to take advantage of the traffic 
you already have. This means being diligent about spotting any problems.  

In this MarketingSherpa case study, "5 Steps: Click-Path Analysis Leads to Shopping-Cart Fix that Lifts 
Conversions 43%," the team from GigglePrint realized that half of all incoming traffic was bouncing from the 
shopping cart to the homepage, instead of the cross-sell page where they wanted to send customers.  

After some investigations, they discovered there was a glitch that was incorrectly sending new customers to 
the homepage. Some quick fixes by the IT department resolved the problem.  

 

Useful Links and Resources: 

36 Articles and Resources to Help You Complete Your Next LPO Project 

Tips for Optimizing Your Landing Pages 

Identifying Friction to Increase Conversion and Win a Nobel Prize 

Landing Page Optimization for Beginners 

  

mailto:service@sherpastore.com
http://www.marketingsherpa.com/content/?q=node/5742
http://www.marketingsherpa.com/content/?q=node/5742
http://www.marketingexperiments.com/blog/research-topics/landing-page-optimization-research-topics/36-articles-and-resources-to-complete-lpo.html
http://www.marketingexperiments.com/improving-website-conversion/optimizing-your-landing-pages.html
http://www.marketingexperiments.com/blog/research-topics/landing-page-optimization-research-topics/landing-page-friction.html
http://www.marketingexperiments.com/blog/research-topics/internet-marketing-for-beginners.html
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About MarketingSherpa LLC 
MarketingSherpa LLC is a research firm publishing case studies, benchmark data, and how-to information 
read by hundreds of thousands of advertising, marketing and PR professionals every week. 

Praised by The Economist, Harvard Business School’s Working Knowledge Site, and Entrepreneur.com, 
MarketingSherpa is distinguished by offering practical, results-based marketing information researched and 
written by a dedicated staff of in-house reporters. 

MarketingSherpa’s publications, available at www.marketingsherpa.com, include: 

• More than 960 case studies, searchable by company or topic. 
• Annual Benchmark Reports featuring primary research and collected “best-of” secondary research, 

on statistics related to search marketing, email marketing, online advertising, e-commerce and 
business technology marketing. 

 
MarketingSherpa Newsletters 
 
Visitors to MarketingSherpa.com may sign up for their choice of eight newsletters, including specific case 
studies for B2B and B2C marketers, email-focused studies, and our Marketing Careers newsletter – the best 
way to find a great marketer, or a great marketing job. 

MarketingSherpa’s newsletters include: 

• Best of the Week   • Email Marketing 
• B2B Marketing    • Marketing Careers 
• B2C Marketing    • SherpaStore 
• Inbound Marketing   • Marketing Research Chart of the Week 

 
Sign up for newsletters at www.marketingsherpa.com 
 
 
MarketingSherpa Summits and Training Workshops 
 
Register for Summits and Workshops at www.marketingsherpa.com, or contact: 

MarketingSherpa (Customer Service available M-F, 9 a.m. to 5 p.m., ET) 
service@marketingsherpa.com 
1-877-895-1717 (outside the U.S., please call 401-247-7655) 

 

mailto:service@sherpastore.com
http://www.marketingsherpa.com/
http://www.marketingsherpa.com/
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